
Workroom
PATTY YOUNG is a fabric and pattern designer 
by trade, but she could add interior design to 
her resume after weaving a modern aesthetic 

into a historic warehouse. By Susan Hurley

Welcome to my

With all those gleaming floors  
below a glossy, embossed 
ceiling, this is, quite literally,  

a shining example of how polished work 
spaces can look in the right hands and 
with the right artistic eye. Put simply  
by its fabric- and pattern-designer 
occupier, Patty Young: “My studio  
makes me so happy. I’m surrounded  
by all of my very favourite things, and  
it feels just like an extension of me.  
I wouldn’t change it for the world.”

Patty (a licensed textile designer  
for Michael Miller Fabrics, with 10 
collections to her credit) came to the 
space by necessity. But you’d never 
guess anything so prosaic by looking  
at our photos — it all seems so well-
loved, so beautifully balanced and so 
smoothly laid out, you’d swear this had 

been put together over time, slowly 
perfecting its operation and designer 
look. But, no. MODKID, Patty’s business, 
had previously operated out of her 
home’s basement studio in Bloomington, 
Illinois, USA. Popularity and a promised 
publication changed all that, when she 
received a book contract from Wiley 
Publishing a couple of years ago. 

“The basement was nice and cosy, 
but we quickly outgrew the space. We 
had pattern boxes everywhere, a few 
shelves with fabric bolts and three desks 
plus a cutting table. It was very difficult 
to move around and almost impossible  
to get anything done,” she says. 

And the prospect of adding the extra 
pressure of writing a book within these 
limitations prompted urgent real-estate 
action and staffing re-evaluation by her 
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and her business-partner husband, Jon. 
First, they hired two assistants to help 
with sample sewing and other office 
tasks. “We couldn’t put fabric and pattern 
design aside while I wrote a book,” says 
Patty. “Everything had to be ‘business  
as usual’ around here. So the only thing 
we could think of doing was hire help.  
But we didn’t anticipate how crowded  
we would be in our basement office,  
with the four of us working there full  
time. Luckily this 2,800-square-foot 
[260-square-metre] space opened up in 
the historic downtown district. It had 
everything we wanted: space, character 
and location. So we pounced on it.”

But a gaping, empty, unlived-in 
warehouse space is a daunting 
prospect for those without vision. It can 
be cold and uninviting, its proportions 
overwhelming and its cold surfaces 
hard to imagine warmed up for happy 

habitation. Just picture this room stripped 
of all that has been installed by Patty and 
Jon and you will see the task that lay 
ahead for the couple. The finished space, 
however, shouts personality and 
welcome. It’s full of colour and delightful 
contradictions — garage-style roller doors 
and chandeliers, exposed industrial 
ducting vs cosy cane baskets, warm 
timbers below icy steel chairs. All the 
disparate elements have been pulled 
together by a cocoon of vivid reds and 
oranges for walls and furnishings. 

“Red has always been my favourite 
colour,” Patty says. “I use it a lot in my 
fabric designs. I think I respond to it 
because it is bright, spicy and fun. I like 
to think it mirrors my personality. The 
space should represent YOU. It should 
look like YOU. My advice is to use your 
favourite shades and artwork. Make sure 
things that are important to you for your 

work are at arm’s reach. Even a small area 
can become a perfect craft room if you 
use space effectively and have plenty  
of storage for your needs.”

But we think it’s more than that. It’s  
a bare-bones simplicity offset by strong 
individual style — and the courage to 
commit to that. In a historic building such 
as this, the temptation is to go with 
traditional furnishings, and adding 
modern touches can be a mistake if not 
handled confidently. “We’ve always had  
a very modern aesthetic to our decor,  
but since this building was 120 years old 
and came with some beautiful vintage 
characteristics, like exposed brick, 
original hardwood floors and tin ceiling, 
we had to marry the old with the new,” 
explains Patty. “What we found was that  
a splash of colour here and there brought 
it all together beautifully.”

With an eye on the budget, she 
and Jon cannily combined existing 
home furnishings with thrift-shop finds 
and Ikea purchases — some craftily 
modified for the purpose at hand. “We 
used a lot of Ikea furniture because  
it is cost-effective and suits our modern 
approach. Jon turned an Ikea bookcase 
into a cutting table with lots of storage 
by adding a sheet of whiteboard to the 
top, with wood spacers in between, 
so we had a flat, wide surface to store 
old pattern sheets. The whiteboard 
is perfect for jotting down quick 
measurements with a dry-eraser 
marker. A large cutting mat provides 
ample surface for cutting fabric, and 
the cubes at the bottom are great for 
storing fabric, notions and what not.”

If she had to pick her particular 
favourite element in the warehouse 
workroom, Patty would opt for her  
“wall of fabric”. She is now into her  
11th collection for Michael Miller 
Fabrics, and every single bolt she has 
ever designed has a special place on 
her wall. Indeed, there are over 300 
bolts lined up there, and they are all 
arranged in chronological order, from 
the first to the most recent. “When 
people come to visit,” says Patty, “they 
are immediately drawn to that wall,  
and it always brings out a big smile.”

Visit Patty Young and MODKID at the website, 
www.modkidboutique.com, or visit her blog  
at www.modkidboutique.blogspot.com.

PATTY’S ADVICE For  
SETTING UP A  
BUDGET Workroom 
j  Vintage or thrift-store pieces work well  

if that is your preferred aesthetic.
j  Ask friends and family members if they 

have any old pieces of furniture that 
they’re no longer using.

j   Don’t feel as if you have to finish it right 
away. Take your time and buy pieces 
when you find them and have the budget. 

j   Make sure things you bring into your work 
space are things that make you happy.

“Red has always been my 
favourite colour ... I think  

I respond to it because it  
is bright, spicy and fun.  
I like to think it mirrors  

my personality.”
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